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Abstract Policy based management is a powerful means for dealing with complex hetero
geneous systems. However, the policies are commonly strictly interpreted, and 
it is tempting to resort to centralized decisions to resolve confticts. At the same 
time, swarm intelligence based on "ant Iike" mobile agents has been shown to 
be able to deal with challenging optimization and trade-off problems. This paper 
discusses and demonstrates how policies may be used to govern the behavior of 
mobile agents to find near optimal solutions for the implementation of a set of 
potentially confticting policies in a truly distributed manner. A more depend
able/robust system is obtained. The enforcement of the policies is soft in the 
sense that it is probabilistic and yields a kind of "best effort" implementation. A 
case study illustrating how ant Iike mobile agents may implement load distribu
tion and conftict free back-up policies, is presented. 

Keywords: Policy enforcement, dependability, swarm intelligence, ant-like agents, mobile 
agents 

1. Introduction 
Today's computer and telecommunication network environments consists 

of a heterogeneous mix of network technologies, computing devices and ap
plications. Policy based management [15] is a recognized concept for organiz
ing management operations in such complex network environments. Results 
form research activities the last decade include standardization on policy man
agement architectures, information models and protocols [11,2] as weIl as a 
range of policy specification languages, cf. for instance Chapter 2.2 of [5] for 
a survey. 

The traditional approach to policy enforcement yields basically an imple
mentation of deterministic rules. Furthermore, in order to resolve potential 
confticts between the different policies, there is a tendency to resort to meth-
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ods requiring centralized decision making [9]. Avoiding centralization is one 
reason (among others) for not always eliminating policy conflicts. Strategies 
for resolving policy conflicts have been studied by several researchers [9,4]. 

In this paper we present a technology, known as swann intelligence [1], 
applicable for enforcement of process policies in a distributed and robust man
ner. The fundamental components of swarm intelligence systems are simple, 
autonomous agents with a stochastic behavior similar to "agents" found in bi
ological systems in nature, e.g. ant colonies. A high number of such agents are 
in action simultaneously communicating indirect1y by changing the environ
ment. The overall concept of swarm intelligence has several desirable prop
erties from a dependability point of view: High redundancy, true distribution 
and adaptability. Section 2 of this paper introduces the fundamentals of swarm 
intelligence and agents with ant-like behavior. Such agents are proposed to 
implement policy management systems. The stochastic behavior of the agents 
is interpreted as soft policy enforcement, Le. the policies specifying an agent's 
behavior will be enforced with some probability which yields a kind of "best 
effort" enforcement of conflicting policies and policies not fully enforceable 
due to resource lirnitations in the network. Section 3 describes how a swarm 
based system may implement a set policies, where subsection 3.3 describes 
how swarm based systems can resolve policy conflicts. 

To demonstrate the potential of swarm intelligence implementations of poli
eies, section 4 presents a case study where policies for connection management 
in a network are considered. Finally in section 5 we summarize, conclude and 
indicate future work. 

2. Fundamental Agent Behavior 
Swarm intelligence may be defined as " ... any attempt to design algorithms 

or distributed problem-solving devices inspired by collective behavior of social 
insect colonies and other animal societies" [1]. Pioneering work in this field 
of research was performed decades ago, however the first attempts of apply
ing swarm intelligence in a telecommunication management context was done 
by Steward and Appleby [16] and has later been developed by several other 
researchers [14, 3, 7]. 

2.1 Informal Behavior Outline 
In this paper we concentrate on the Cross Entropy founded algorithm (CE 

algorithm) from [7] which is inspired by the foraging behavior of ants. The 
algorithm has a some fundamental elements in common with most swarm in
telligence systems, with the extension that the search is successively focused 
by lowering a temperature parameter as better solutions are found. In addition, 
fundamental to our approach is the interaction between different types of ants 
as introduced in [19]. 

Many asynchronous, autonomous agents. A large number of autonomous 
simple agents move around in a given environment represented as a 
graph g with set V (0) of vertices and E(O) of edges. A unique type 
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of agent represents a policy combined with the target for enforcement 
of this policy. Enforcement is implemented by having agents utilize re
sources connected to vertices and edges, see section 4.2 for exemplifica
tion. 

Stochastic search for solutions. Each agent search in a stochastic manner for 
a solution to a given problem, i.e. a policy enforcement, similar to ants' 
behavior when searching for a food source. A solution is represented as 
a path 'Trt = {si, ij, ... ,kl, ld} where s, i, j, k, l, d E V(g). An agent 
finds a path by doing a random walk combined with a search strategy 
(e.g. avoid revisiting vertices). Each step in the random walk is con
trolled by a probability vector where i is the currently visited ver
text. 

Indirect, asynchronous communication. Agents communicate indirectly and 
affect each others behavior by changing the environment. When a so
lution path 'Trt is found, an agent backtracks along the path and leaves 
virtual pheromone on every edge traversed. Real pheromones are chem
ical substances released by an ant to signal some message to other ants. 
Virtual pheromones are weights which influence the probability distri
butions Pt,i which again influence the search behavior of the agents (cf. 
previous item). 

Iterative with positive feedback. The search process is iterative and accel
erated by positive feedback. When a solution is found and backtrack
ing completed, an agent restarts forward search. Edges in high quality 
paths receive high pheromone weights. A high weight on an edge in
crease the prob ability for an agent to traverse the edge in successive 
searches. Pheromones placed as a result of successive searches reinforce 
the high weights even more. Over time high quality solutions emerge as 
sequences of highly weighted edges, resembling the emergence of ant 
trails. The CE algorithm speeds up this process further by making the 
agents more selective with respect to what a high quality solution is as 
better solutions are found [7, 12]. 

Together these components have been shown to enable design of systems 
capable of finding optimal or near optimal solution to complex optimization 
problems classified as NP-hard without any need of centralized control. Net
work management of large heterogeneous telecommunication networks in
volve solving different optimization problems with NP-hard complexity, e.g. 
routing and network planning. Decentralized techniques for performing such 
optimization are indeed of interest and may be worth incorporating into policy 
based network management systems. 

1 Each type of agent have their individual probabilities. For the sake of simplifying the introduction. the sub 
and supelllcripts necessary to identify the types are not shown. 
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2.2 Agent Algorithm 
The actual steps in the CE algorithm that will be used in the case study 

of section 4, may be described as folIows. Keep in mind that the algorithm 
describes the behavior of one type of agent. In multi-type agent systems, each 
type will have its separate set ofparameters N, variables ll,i, 'Yt, functions Lij 
and hence, H(1rt, 'Yt}. 

1 At iteration t = 0 initiaIize all probability vectors (ll=o,i l'v'iEV(Q») to 
uniform distributions. 

2 Create N agents. For each agent perform the step 3-5. 

3 Generate a path 7l't by performing a random walk based on the probabil
ity vectors Pt,i l'v'iEV(Q) and some search strategy ([18]). 

4 At the destination vertex calculate, the optimal Boltzmann temperature 

'Yt which controls H( 1rt, 'Yt) = e 'Yt, the performance function return-
ing the quality ofpath 1rt. L(1rt) = EijE1I"t Lij is the raw cost ofpath 1rk 
which again is the sum of edge costs for all edges irr the path. The edge 
cost is related to the success of the policy enforcement on the edges as 
will be discussed in section 4. The optimal solution for "t will result in 
a certain amplification of high quality paths and a minimum weighted 
average of all path qualities for paths found so far, Le. search focus 
is directed towards good candidate solution paths. The enforcement of 
potentially confticting policies are "signaled" through 4j which may 
include calculations based on pheromones from alien species of ant-like 
agents, see section 3.3. 

5 Using 'Yt and H(1rt,'Yt) from step 4, generate new probability vectors 
PtH,i by minimizing the cross entropy between ll,i I'v'i and PtH,i I'v'i, 
where 8 is the incremental time to the next agent starts its search. Min
imizing the cross entropy ensures an optimal shift in the probabilities 
with respect to 'Yt and the performance function. The generation of 
PtH,i I'v'i is achieved by adjusting relevant probabilities of ll,i I'v'i during 
re-travers al of path 1rt. 

6 Repeat steps 3-5 until H(1i, 'Yt) :::::: H(1i, 'Yt+Ll) where 1i is the best path 
found and D. is an appropriately chosen time. 

For details on the CE algorithm and the formal foundations the reader is re
ferred to [12, 7] 

3. From Policies to Agent Behavior 
The agent behavior, described in the previous seetion, has hereto been ad

apted and used to handle specific optimization problems, either as stand alone 
"optimization engines", e.g. [12, 8, 6], or as an integrated part of network 
O&M, [7, 19, 18]. However we suggest to take a policy view point of the 
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Figure 1. Policies and target organization. Eaeh poliey target instanee is alloeated one 
unique type of ant -like agent. 

problem at hand and base the agent behavior on a set of policies. Soft enforce
ment of policies may be regarded as minimizing the deviation from the policies 
under constraints set by resource limitations in the network, network topology 
and operation. In the following subsections we describe the steps from policy 
specification to policy implementation by ant-like agents. We create policies at 
two levels, and in accordance with [10] we apply the termfunctional policies 
for upper level policies and process policies for lower level policies. 

3.1 Problem Fundamentals: Functional Policies 
Elements connecting the agent behavior to a specific problem are the graph 

(9) and the edge costs (Lij). 
The graph requires a mapping onto the solution space for the problem at 

hand. A one-to-one mapping is desirable such that aIl possible solutions from 
the solution space are represented in the graph and no solutions being none
existing in the solution space can be found in the graph. In section 4.2 nodes 
and link resources in an IP backbone network are mapped to graph vertices and 
edges respectively. 

Given a graph representation, the edge costs and the path performance func
tion control the core behavior of an agent. As the first step in the design 
process for defining these elements, we suggest to establish a set oJ policies, 
{Fr }r=O, ... ,R, which identify requirements Jor relevant targets fundamental in 
the management problem. It is assumed that these policies are ordered accord
ing to their importance, hence, r is referred to as the rank of the policy. 

Targets of the management problem are the managed entities in the network 
which shall comply with one or more of the policies. The sub- or superscript 
m refers to a target. Examples of targets are virtual paths, cf. the case study, 
and databases. In general, targets are associated with vertices, edges as weIl as 
patterns of vertices and/or edges in the graph. Figure 1 illustrates how policies 
and targets may be organized. Some targets may be treated by several policies 
while others only by one or a few. In section 4.1 two functional policies, Fl 
and F2, are established each treating 12 different target paths which again are 
sequences of link resources. 

As a step in the enforcement implementation of the policies we allocate one 
unique type of ant-like agent to each policy-target instance, mr, as illustrated 
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in Figure I. Thus a type of ant-like agent is intended to be designed specifieally 
to enforee a eertain poliey for a eertain target. 

3.2 Behavior Details: Process Policies 
To better understand what behavior details will be required for our agents, 

we refine the funetional policies from the previous seetion and establish a set 
of proeess policies, Le., eaeh funetional poliey is mapped to a set of proeess 
policies, Fr -t {Pr 1, ... , Prnr}. 

The next step is to establish a measure of fulfillment of the requirements 
stated by the proeess polices. The measure will indicate how desirable the 
exeeution of a specifie aetion is and will typieally be related to vertiees and/or 
edges in the graph. For the sake of simplicity, we regard edges only. The 
fulfillment with respeet to poliey-target instanee mr on edge ij is a funetion 
given by the proeess policies, Le., LfF = f Pl,oo.,Pn ( {aij}, {Cij }) where {aij} 
is the set of requirements/demands associated with the edge and {Cf.j} is the 
set of resourees available on the edge to meet these requirements. 

3.3 Resolving Policy Conflicts by Detestation 
During enforeement of several poliey-target instanees (Figure I) eonfliets 

may arise. If limitations in the resourees required by several poliey target in
stanees exists, one or more poliey target instanees may not be enforeed. Henee 
some sort of eonflict resolution meehanism is required. 

An ant-like agent alloeated to a poliey target instanee uses a unique phero
mone type, Le. the agent maintains a reserved set of variables on eaeh vertex 
and/or edge in the graph which indicate if the specifie part of the graph is 
likely to be part of the final solution enabling enforeement of the poliey-target 
instanee. Agents update only their own pheromones but may still read alien 
agents' pheromones. 

As a meehanism for eonflict resolution we include pheromone levels of alien 
agents as weights in the eost funetion. If alien pheromones indicate that a 
required resouree is likely to be alloeated by one or more alien agents, the 
weights will inerease the eost of aeeessing the resouree and eventually result 
in a redueed probability for the agent in question to revisit the resouree in the 
next seareh for a poliey enforeement solution. This effeet ean be seen as hav
ing agents with conflicting interests detest each other [17, 19]. In seetion 4.2 
agents detest eaeh other with different degrees depending on what poliey-target 
instanee they are allocated to. Semi-formally, we extend our edge eost funetion 
to Lzr = gPl,oo.,Pn( {aij}, {Cij}, where is the pheromone trail 
left by all other types of agents, and it is implicit that the policies may eause 
eonfliets. 

3.4 Soft Policy Enforcement 
Two aspeets of the agent behavior result in a less than 100% guaranty of 

finding enforeement solution for all poliey target instanees. 
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I COIUlection I Primary Path I Backup Path I 
1-6 1 6 1-7-3-6 
1-8 1-0-8 1-6-8 
1-9 1-0-8-9 1-7-3-6-5-9 
6-1 6-1 6-3-7-1 
6-8 6-8 6-5-8 
6-9 6-5-9 6-8-4-2-9 
8-1 8-0-1 8-6-1 
8-6 8-6 8-5-6 
8-9 8-9 8-4-2-9 
9-1 9-8-0-1 9-5-6-3-7-1 
9-6 9-5-6 9-2-4-8-6 
9-8 9-8 9-2-4-8 

Figure 2. Left: The Norwegian university IP backbone network consisting of 10 nodes 
and 14 duplex links (Le. 28 simplex links). Right: A pattern of paths for an optimal policy 
enforcement. 

Firstly, the fundamental stochastic behavior of the agents combined the size 
of the problem solution space renders it impossible to guaranty all potential 
solutions evaluated. However in [12] clear indications are given that CE algo
rithms with high probability converge towards a near optimal solution. 

Secondly, in complex networks with multiple conflicting policies, a solution 
complying with all policies may not exist. The detestation weights introduced 
to handle policy conflicts will, however, force agents to search in parts of the 
solution space where the policies are partially enforced. This is likely to result 
in solutions enforcing most policies to such a degree that the overall system 
behavior is satisfactory, i.e., a best effort policy enforcement. 

The stochastic behavior of the agents as well as the detestation properties 
adds a potential ability of adaptation to the environment [13]. Should the tar
get network environment change and require changes in the policy specifica
tion, the agents may still be able to find satisfactory sets of policy enforce
ment solutions. We look at this effect as soft policy enforcement which we 
believe may provide better control over complex network environments than 
traditional static policy enforcement implementations. 

4. Case Study: Primary and Backup Path 
Reservation 

In this section we perform a policy-to-agent-behavior case study of a pri
mary and backup path reservation scenario. The scenario presented is con
structed but still realistic and may in the near future become highly relevant. 

Figure 2 shows a graph illustrating the Norwegian university IP backbone 
infrastructure. All links have 155 Mb/s capacity. Node 6, 1, 8 and 9 are the 
university cities Oslo, Bergen, Trondheim and respectively. A team 
of physicians from the faculties of medicine at the four different universities 
have decided to establish a virtual research environment based on high quality 
multimedia conferencing over the IP network. Such multimedia streams re
quires up to 70 Mb/s capacity thus 70 Mb/s connections from each university 
to all others are required, i.e. 12 simplex connections with both primary and 
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backup paths. A backup path is used only if the corresponding primary path 
has a failure. 

4.1 Establishing Policies 
The following functional policies are specified with the intention of enabling 

the desired transport service. Policy targets are emphasized: 

Policy F1 Reserve required bandwidth capacity in the network for primary 
paths for all specijied connections such that no links are overloaded (zero 
traffic loss). 

Policy F2 Reserve required bandwidth capacity in the network for backup 
paths for all specijied connections such that when a single link faHure 
occurs, traffic loss due to link overload is minimized . 

The functional policies are further refined resulting in a set of process policies 
with the mappings F1 -t {Pd} and F2 -t {Pr2, Pr3, Pr4}. In the policy 
descriptions below contend for capacity should be interpreted as causing a 
link overload if all parties sharing a link transmit simultaneously. However, 
sharing a link does not necessary imply contention for capacity given the link 
in question has enough total capacity. Further, represent a path of rank r 
for connection m. Rank is either primary (0) or backup (1), i.e. r E {O, 1}. 

Policy Pr! Reserve link capacity for connection m's primary path 7(J' such 
that 'Ir'[f do not contend for capacity against other primary paths IVn 
on any of the links in 'Ir'[f (i.e. each link in 'Ir'[f must have enough capacity 
to carry connection m in addition to all other primary paths carried). 

Policy Pr2 Reserve link capacity for connection m's backup path 1f" such 
that 'Irr do not contend for capacity against primary paths l'in on 
any of the links in 'Irr (i.e. each link in 'Irr must have enough capacity 
to carry connection m in addition to all other primary paths carried). 

Policy Pr3 Reserve link capacity for connection m's backup path 1f" such 
that all links in 'Irr are dis joint from links in connection m's primary 
path 'Ir'[f (i.e. no single link failure causes both a primary and backup 
path to faH). 

Policy Pr4 Reserve link capacity for connection m's backup path -nr such 
that 'Irr do not contend for capacity against connection n' s backup path 
'Irr when connection m and n's primary paths n[f and are not disjoint 
(i.e. each link shared by 'Irr and 'Irr must have enough capacity to carry 
both connection m and n should a link shared by 7fcf and 'lrg faH). 

Policy Prl ensures no overload (zero traffic loss) when primary paths are in 
use. Policy Pr2, Pr3 and Pr4 ensures minimum traffic loss due to overload 
when a single link failure occurs. In Figure 2 a pattern of paths is given which 
enforces all policies, i.e. an optimal policy implementation. 
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4.2 Implementing Policies 
To implement soft policy enforcement the network environment is mapped 

onto a graph structure such that vertices represent network nodes and edges 
represent link resources. Unique types of ant-like agents are allocated to the 
policy-target instances. Two classes of ant-like agents are created, one class 
to search for primary paths, and one for backup paths. Primary agents/paths 
are of rank 0, and backup agents/paths of rank 1. Each of the 12 connections 
are allocated one species. Every species has both primary and backup agents, 
thus a total of 24 different types of ant-like agents are implemented each with 
a unique pheromone type and a specific policy target for which to find an en
forcement solution. 

Taken from policy Fl and F2, link overload is chosen as the cost measure 
for a link. Policies Prl-Pr4 require link capacity to be reserved. Due to lirnited 
resources, reservations initiated by two policies may result in an overloaded 
link, i.e. a policy conflict is experienced. As an attempt to resolve such con
flicts agents are made to detest pheromones related to alien paths. Combining 
the cost measure and pheromone detestation the following link cost expression 
is derived: 

L7Y = S [am + L Pt? Vins an - Cij] 
'Ins: ijE1r'i 

where Lfps the expected potential link overload on link ij if the link is in
cluded in connection m's path ofrank r. The function, terms and factors ofthe 
expression can be explained and related to policies as folIows: 

• To avoid negative cost values and smoothen the transmission between 
no loss and loss, a shaping function 

S[c] = { "7' c< "7' e 
c, otherwise 

is applied to the link cost expression. "7 is a parameter (S[O] = "7). 

• am , an and Cij represent capacities required by connection m and n, and 
capacity available on link ij respectively. The sum of all required capac
ities less available capacity [Dm + L:n an - Cij]+ equals link overload, 
thus implements the quality measure specified in policies Fl and F2. 

• Pt/ and Vins are approximate probabilities. Fijs indicates the probabil
ity that agent of rank s for connection n (agent ns) will include link ij in 
its solution (i.e. follow ij during search) given that it visits node i. lfs 
indicates the probability that agent ns will incIude node i in its solution, 
Le. visit i during search. Hence Pi? and Vins represent pheromones 
for agent ns and weight the alien capacity request On according to how 
likely it is to be used when the search process converges . .F[js and Vins 
implement detestation and enforcement of policies Prl-Pr3. 
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• is a weight function controlling the level of detestation 

s-1 
Qrr:,r-l' n-!-m,s=r=1 

Qns _ 1, n -!- m, s = r = 0 
mr - 20, n = m, S < r = 1 

5, n -!- m, S < r = 1 

0, otherwise 

- the likelihood that path 
ns and mr do not have 
disjont primary paths, Le. 
enforcement of Pr4 
- Le. no influence by 
- strong detestation and 
enforcement of Pr3 
- medium detestation and 
enforcement of Pr2 

Finally the cost L( 7r:,n) of a path 7r:,n is made the sum of the costs of all links 
in the path 

= L Lzr 
ijEtrJ!' 

The sum of all link cost is an approximation of the desirable path cost measure 
indicated by policies Fl and F2. Optimally only the cost of the link in the path 
responsible for the largest loss should represent the path cost. However such 
maxirnization violates the requirement of additivity in the cost function for CE 
algorithms (chap. 5 [12]). The sum oflink cost is a conservative approximation 
thus no infeasiblesolutions are included in the search space by this. 

4.3 Simulation results 
Table 1 shows simulation results for the scenario. All values are averaged 

over 12 simulations and standard deviations are given in brackets. The first col
umn indicates which policy the results in the last three columns are related to. 
The second column gives a short description of the policy. The third column 
shows the average number of incidents causing poliey enforeement failures. 
The fourth eolumn shows expeeted relative permanent loss (in pereent of to
tal traffie load) due to failed policy enforeements, and the last eolumn shows 
expeeted relative loss due to failed poliey enforeements given a single link 
faHure. The last row of Table 1 show totals, both overall expected relative loss 
including and excluding permanent loss. 

In total 12 primary and 12 backup paths are established in eaeh simulation. 
Solutions for enforeement of poliey Prl are found in 11 out of 12 simulations, 
Le. only one incident over all simulations is observed where 3 primary paths 
share a link and traffie loss of 55 Mb/s is experieneed. In the case of poliey 
Pr2, 3 incidents of enforcement failures are on average observed, and given a 
single link failure the expected relative loss due to such incidents is on average 
1.179 % . For the two last process policies, Pr3 and Pr4, 0.9 incidents of failed 
enforcement is observed on average, and a relative loss of around 0.2 % is 
expeeted given a single link failure. 
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Table 1. Results averaged over 12 simulations. 

Policy Description No of incidents of Expected relative 1055 (%) 

failed enforcement Pennanent On single link failure 

Prl Primary v.s. primary 0.08 (±0.29) 0.504 (±1.816) 0.504 (±1.816) 
path 

Pr2 Primary v.s. aHen 3.0 (±1.15) 0 1.179 (±0.773) 
backup path 

Pr3 Primary v.s. own 0.9 (±1.25) 0 0.229 (±0.347) 
backup path 

Pr4 Backup v.s. none- 0.9 (±1.14) 0 0.162 (±0.241) 
disjoint primary paths 

Totals, given a single link failure: Incl. permanent loss I Excl. permanent loss 

Expected relative loss (%) 2.074 (±1.560) I 1.570 (±0.770) 

Summarized, the results from Table 1 give encouraging indications that ant
like agents can produce policy enforcement implementations ofhigh quality. In 
our example, implementations are produced enabling elose to fuH enforcement 
of all policies. Given a single link failure an overaHloss of 2% of total trafik is 
expected. However there is still room for improvement especially considering 
that at least one optimal enforcement implementation exist (no loss given a 
single link failure) as given in Figure 2. 

The poorest results are experienced for policy Pr2. We suspect one rea
son could be the lack of a additional policy wh ich specifies what strategy the 
allocation process for primary paths should have when encountering weH es
tablished alien backup paths, Le. a policy similar to Pr2 but with opposite roles 
for primary and backup path. Introducing such a policy would imply having 
primary agents detest backup agents as weIl as opposite, wh ich again should 
result in overallless contention for capacity. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented a distributed management approach which is 

based on cooperating (and competing) simple mobile agents forming a swarm 
intelligent policy management system. We have described a design process 
where a policy specification is transformed into an ant-like agent optimization 
system, capable of finding enforcement solution for the policies. The agent 
system's ability to resolve policy confticts is termed soft policy enforcement. 
Results from a simulation scenario indicate that near optimal enforcement so
lutions can by found by the agent system. However no guaranty for finding 
optimal solutions can be given. 

Ongoing work inelude large scale pheromone management. When embed
ding swarm based policy enforcement in a large network environment, care 
must be taken to avoid overloading nodes with pheromone data. Future work 
should inelude formalizing the design process as weIl as further testing of the 
soft policy enforcement scheme in dynamic network environments. 
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